How SHARP is it?

How long will it stay SHARP ?

Initial Cutting Performance[ICP] is a measurement that reflects how sharp the knife’s
edge is after it has been sharpened. Any score over 110 is considered excellent while a
measurement under 30 is rated as very poor.

Total Card Cut[TCC] is a measurement that reflects how long a knife will stay sharp and
resist wear through use. Scores over 550 are considered excellent while scores under
100 are rated as very poor.
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A knife that stays SHARPER, L O N G E R.
What is SHARP?

16°

514 TCC
487 TCC

20°

There are a number of factors that go into the sharpness of a knife edge.
In simplified terms the more acute the angle of the edge, the sharper the
knife. So a 16 degree angle will be sharper than a 20 degree angle.

Affordable, Commercial Cutlery

171 TCC

Harder steels are better able to take on these smaller, keener angles.
However harder steels tend to suffer from brittleness, meaning they take
more care to maintain the edge.

285 TCC

Swedish Sandvik® 14C28N is a harder stain resistant steel [60 ±2 HRC] which allows Cangshan knives to be
sharpened to an Asian style 16 degree edge without the brittleness. This means our knives are sharp out of the box
and they will keep that sharp edge much longer than comparable knives.

Basically a Spoon

101 TCC

Material Composition
.62% Carbon

14% Chromium

.11% Nitrogen

.6% Manganese

Improves tensile strength, edge retention,
hardness and resistance to wear.

Improves tensile strength, hardness and
wear and corrosion resistance.

Improves tensile strength, edge retention,
hardness and resistance to wear.

Improves grain structure, hardenability,
strength and wear resistance.

Carbon bonds with the other metals in the
alloy and forms carbides. Smaller
c a r b i d e s , l i ke t he o n e s t h a t f o r m i n
Swedish Sandvik® 14C28N Steel, make
a finer grained steel that holds an edge
much longer.

Chromium is the metal that gives steel its
stain resistance. Steels containing more
than 13% are considered stainless.

Nitrogen is similar to carbon, but instead
forms nitrides which increase the steels
hardness and edge durability.

Manganese deoxidizes and degasifies
the steel during manufacturing allowing
the alloy to be further hardened.

.02% Silicon
Improves strength.
Silicon, like manganese, deoxidizes and
degasifies the steel during manufacturing
while also adding strength to the steel.

All data sourced from an independent knife testing lab.

